


Fosterin
Self-Determ ination

About this Module:
lf you work in the field of developmental disabirity services, you cannot attend a
conference, workshop or even pick up a magazine without hearing some discussron
about the topic of self-determination. Promoting self-determination is a subject of increasing
importance in the field, and more importantly, in the lives of those individuals who have
developmental disabilities.

This independent study module will give you a basic understanding of self-determ ination andyour role in supporting people who have a developmental disability to live more fulfilling and
self-directed lives.
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After working through this independent study module, you will be able to:

1. ldentify at least three characteristics of self-determ ination.

2. Describe ways to implement self-determ ination.

3. List several barriers to self-determ ination that may limit a person who
has a developmental disability.

4. Describe ways support staff can encourage self -determination.
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Fosterin Self-Determ ination

Independent Study Module Plan
Session Time:
The amount of time that it takes most people to complete this independent study module
is approximately 30 to 45 minutes. Everyone learns and reads at their own pace, so the
time may vary f rom person to person.

Materials Included in the Self-study Module:
) Reading and Interactive Worksheet for Independent Study

) Competency Evaluation

) Answer Keys for the Worksheet and the Competency Evaluation

Instructions:
1. Working at your own pace, read the materials.

2. Complete the interactive Worksheet found in the back of the workboor
when you see the pencil symbol. G

3. Review the Worksheet.

4. Take the Competency Evaluation.

5. Return completed Competency Evaluation to your supervisor.
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Fosterin Self-Determ ination

A Self-Directed Life
lf you work in the fierd of deveropmentar disabirity services. you cannot attend aconference, workshop or even pick up a magazine without hearing some discussron
about the topic of self-determination. Promoting self-determ inatioi is a subject of increasingrmportance in the field, and more importantly. in the lives of those individuals who havedevelopmental disabilities.

In simple terms, self-determination is nothing more than deciding what to do with your
own life. Few people supporting individuals with developmental disabilities have a good
understanding of what self-determ ination is, and how they can help those they serve
achieve greater control over their own lives.

People with developmental disabilities often have a limited income and limited contact withothers in the community. Despite the fact that the government spends billions of dollars
each year on disability services, most people who have a developmental disabirity do nothave help finding a job, joining a community sports reague or basebafl team,-going to churchor even having much choice about how they wifl spend their day. These are opportunities
most of us take for granted.

History
Self -determ ination has been an emerging concept in the developmental disability field overthe last decade because of several factors:

) The passage of the American Disabilities Act
(ADA) of 1990

) Olmstead decision of the Supreme Court (1ggg),
affirming the right of people to live in their
com m unity

) The realization that people with disabilities should
have the right to live in, and be active members of.
their home community

) A growing commitment to make human service
organizations more responsive to the needs of people receiving services

Local government and laws have slowly been changing throughout the country to put
control back into the hands of people who need and use public dollars. one strategy has
been to develop budgets controlled by the individuals themselves, so they can obtain
services and supports from providers of their choice.
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What is Self-Determination?
The desire to direct one's own life appears to be a natural instinct. For instance:

) The infant who will cry until he gets what he wants.

) The toddler who is determined to get to that shiny crystal vase on top of the
coffee table.

The teenager who feels he should be able to stav out as late as he wants
on the weekend.

The friends who are counting the days until vacation when they can sleep
in as late as they want and spend their days doing whatever they please.

Examples of self-determination
Think about some of the decisions you have made, and how those decisions affected your
life. Starting your first job, moving away from home, or deciding to get married are major
life decisions. Being able to self-direct one's life is part of the growth process. As you learn
from your experience and gain new skills, you also gain greater responsibility and freedom
to make choices about your life.

Deciding on the type of work you want to do, or where you are going to live are examples
of self-direction that require major decisions. On the other hand, self-determination can be
as simple as what you are going to wear or eat on any given day.

All of the choices we make vary
greatly {rom person to person.
However, many people who live
with a developmental disability
have their choices limited by
barriers. For example, if someone
cannot speak clearly, the choices
made may not be understood or
valued. The freedom to self-direct
your own life depends on your
ability to communicate your
choices to others and to have
those choices respected by others.

a
"*ev*r
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Compare Self-determ i nation
for Yourself and Others
As you work through this independent study module, keep in mind any differences in how
you exercise self -determ ination in your life compared to someone you support. To do this,
take a few minutes to think how you would describe self -d etermination for vourself and
how and when you use this concept in your daily life.

Go to your worksheet and answer question #1 .

Next, select two people you know and ask them to define self-determination. Tell them this
is an assignment, and you will not share their comments in an identifiable manner with
anyone else.

Go to your worksheet and answer question #2.

As you work through this independent study module, keep in mind the answers about
selJ-determination given in number 1 and 2, compare them to the experiences of someone
you support.

The lmpact of Society's Viernrs
Most individuals with a developmental disability live a life that has been shaped by society's
views of them. Society's views are often translated into governmental rules and laws,
which in turn determine how we work with people with developmental disabilities. Societv's
views even affect how we talk about our work. We call this work services or suDoorts
because words like "care," "help," and "nursing" can imply people have less self-
determination.

Traditionally, society has not respected the rights of people who have a developmental
disability; in fact, they were often viewed as unable to make decisions for themselves.
Therefore, we provided services to them that made little allowance for choice, opportunity
and self -determ in ation.
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Service providers told people with developmental disabilities:

) What "program" to go to

) What type of job to get, usually in a sheltered workshop

) Where to get their needed services

) What goals they should work on

) What they should eat, drink and wear on any given day

Parents, family members, or other well-intentioned people were also making decisions for
the person.

Despite all this, people with developmental disabilities have made progress toward achieving
more self-determined lives. Even though there is tremendous room for growth in the area of
self -determination, there still are a number of ways people with developmental disabilities
are having control over the direction of their lives. The following are a few examples:

) Jim and Kathy help in the training of new employees. They share with all new staff
how they and their other housemates want to be treated by staff.

> Doug and Bruce are very involved with the interviewing process for hiring direct
support staff.

) Phil and Jackie meet with the staff and help them
to plan the house menu for the month.

) Jerry and Rita help the staff conduct the monthly
house meetings.

I Sheila is planning a summer vacation to
St. Louis, Missouri, with the support of her staff.

There is also a growing number of people with
developmental disabilities who consider themselves
self-advocates and are working actively to lobby for greater
choice, opportunities and control over their lives.
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Support vs. "Parental,, Role
Because society has viewed people with developmental disabilities as unable to make basic
choices, service providers and others have sometimes viewed people they serve as children
or child-like. lt is important to remember that someone who is an adult in chronological age
has a lifetime of experience that a child does not have, therefore he or she should not be
treated as a child.

when working with someone with a developmental disability, support staff may attempt
to take on a parental or authoritative role. You should avoid this type of role with someone
you support. Instead, think of yourself in a teaching or guiding role. This will help you to
support the individual in being as independent and self-determined as possible. you can
be a role model, encourage independence, and provide a variety of experiences for a better
quality of lif e for the person. Making decisions about one's lif e is important to achieving
a feeling of self-worth in all people regardless of whether or not a person has a
developmental disability. Help teach people the skills they need and want in order
to increase their independence and enhance satisfaction with their life.

3 Go to your worksheet and answer question #3.

Everyone needs support:
lnterdependence
Sometimes we each need support in our daily lives.
Whether you were first learning to ride a bike, dealing with
a major conflict with a coworker, or you were stranded on the
side of the road, you probably required some level of support
from someone else. People are not 100% independent. Most
people require some support or guidance during their life.
Consider areas you seek support or guidance in your life
and who helps you with those tasks:

> Doing your taxes - a CPA or tax preparation service

) Repairing your car - a mechanic

) Remodeling your home - a contractor or carpenter

) Picking out clothes for a special occasion - a friend or relative
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> Choosing a doctor or dentist - a health plan provider

) Choosing a movie to see - a friend's recommendation or review

At some point in your own life, you will probably need support for situations you have not
encountered befo re.

Go to your worksheet and answer question #4.

Self-determ ination Defined
There was probably no one simple answer given during your interviews that clearly
defined self-determination. However, you may have noticed some common characteristics
that describe self -determinatio n. Articles on self -determ in ation suggest some of the
f ollowing def initions:

) Self -determin ation applies to everyone, without exception to race, religious
affiliation, national origin, disability status, cultural background, or gender.

) The principle of self -determination has to do with
for control over their own lives.

human beings' internal drive

Self -determination includes the freedom to
use one's own personal power to consciously
plan and regulate things in one's life.

Self -determination relates to an individual's
self-knowledge. Does someone understand
how decisions will affect his/her life?

Look at the answers you wrote down in number 1 and 2 on your worksheet. Compare the
def initions stated above on self-determination with the descriptions that you used. Are there
similarities between how you and the people you interviewed described self -d eterm ination ?

Are there any common ideas?

Go to your worksheet and answer question #5.
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Barriers to Self-Determination
As indicated earlier, all human beings
seem designed to be self_determ ined.
When you see that people you support
may lack experiences and opportunities for
self-determination, you can advocate for
their rights. Advocating means speaking
positively about someone's abilities anJ
strengths and doing things that show
you believe in that person's abilities and
strengths. An important aspect of your job
as a support person is identifying how you
can support the person you serve in beino
more self -determined. part of this is beinJ
an advocate for self-determination.

Despite the fact that self -determination
should apply to all people, most people who

the same opportunities as others ror making 
"t"tiffi;S.";:3:T:f :*:illyjffiJ [l'them or have been greatly influenced by others. Frequently, we say this is for reasons of"safety." However, there is an erement of risk in armost every decision we make. peoprewith deveropmentar disabirities have the right to take a risk. we cal this.,the dignity ofrisk." which means that we respect each person's right to make choices, even whenchoices lead to mistakes or unwanted outcomes.

with choices, however, comes responsibility. obviously, there are some undeniable safetyrisks and like all of us, people with developmental disabilities have a responsibility to makesafe choices' support staff are there to intervene when a choice creates an obvious risk tosafety. For instance, someone wants to cross the street, however you haven t determinedthe person has knows how to get across safely, it would acceptabie to support them.
Part of the job of the support staff is to understand how to guide choices. Self-determinationis not an "either-or" condition. Remember, we are ail interde-pendenr. a;;p;; staff caninadvertentry rimit the person's decision-making by how they present 

"t 
oi.." unoopportunities to the person. support staff sho;rd arso understand how choices arecommunicated. Even when you know someone for a long time, you,"y no, *no*what he or she wants. Be carefur about making assumptions or;.speaking for,,the person.
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Promoting Responsible Choices

Honoring choices encourages
to act on their own interests
and what they say or do can

Depending on the actions you choose to take or not to take,
you can make a big difference in a person's quality of life
by promoting opportunities and self-determ ination. This is
where you can make a big difference.

Unless people have had experience with something,
they probably do not know if they will enjoy it. For
instance, an opportunity to go to an art museum.
department store. concert, play, movie, fair, or restaurants
to try various foods, they may be unable to identify their
preferences in these areas. This principle is also true for
living arrangements. lf someone has only experienced living
with parents, in a group home or institution, making
informed decisions about living arrangements is difficult.

people to make further choices. When people have the chance
- be self-determined - they learn they are in charge of their life
make a difference in their quality of life.

It is your responsibility, as support staff, to guide the person to make an informed decision.
An informed decision means the person understands the responsibility and consequences of
the choice being made. Here are some ways to support a person making an informed choice:

) Teach the person to identify potential risks, if any, and consequences
of their decision.

) ll someone has a serious diabetic condition and wants to eat a double-dip ice
cream cone, it is your responsibility to help the person identify what would be
a healthier f ood choice. This is also an opportunity to explore other healthy
options available to the person.

) lf someone has a seizure disorder but doesn't want to take medication,
find ways to tell the person about seizures, the medications, and the
consequences of not taking them. Ask questions like, do the medications
make your stomach hurt or do you leel dizzy?

t Start locally by exploring with the person the various recreational opportunities
available in your community. Local newspapers often list these on a weeklv basis.
Assist the person in understanding how much events cost and how recreation fits
into a budget.
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) Libraries often host bulletin boards posting vanouscommunity opportunities such as, 
"on""rl-r, 

movres,meetings, etc. A calendar could be posted marking thedates and events the person is int"r"rt"O-in.
) Volunteer opportunitr.ep abound in any community andcan meet a variety of interests, from.working at a humanesociety to planting flowers for a Main Street BeautificationProgram. Use brochures and other prini materiats to helpthe person identify interests. Record interests in a diary or

Journal so all support staff can follow througn.
Take a moment to identify someone you serve and review thetypes of choices that person makes daily life and what kind ofdecision-making opportunities that person has.

)

Go to your worksheet and answer question #6.

What happens to a life rnzithout
self-determination?
Human beings need self_determ ination. Without self_determ ination, we:

) Rebel against the people that limit us,

) Or we passively obey.

People who feer they are not in contror of their own rives find it difficurt to rive aself-determined rife. when others seem to have too much power over you and youlack opportunities, you may make poor choices. This creates a vicious 
"lr"f-" 

,n *ni"f,a person makes poor choices, which is then used to justify rimiting opportunities.This can all negatively affect a person's self_determ ination.
It is also difficurt to read a serf-determined rife if you are fighting against this rack ofcontror. often the unwanted or anti-sociar behavior peopre dispray may be a way ofcoping with that rack of contror. peopre may be communicating their unhappiness withtheir environment, particurarry if the person cannot speak. rf these behaviors are viewedas "problems" by support staff, "behavior prans" are sometimes deveroped to furthermanage or control the person,
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Typically. people can choose whether or not they will participate in a behavior change plan.
For example, Weight Watchers is a popular behavior plan that people implement when a
problem with eating a healthful diet is perceived. A person with developmental disabilities,
whose choices are already limited, does not usually get to choose to participate. Rather, the
plan is developed and implemented by others.

When staff is actually supporting the person's self -determination, they will "listen" to what
unwanted or diff icult behaviors may be telling them and seek to understand. They will also
teach the person another way to communicate his or her needs that is more socially
acceptable and develop other skills necessary to promote the person's independence.
lf someone you support has limited experience making a decision, part of your work
has to be promoting decision-making. By making decisions and seeing their {ollow-through
the person develops a better sense of self and the world around them.

3 Go to your worksheet and answer question #7.

A Self-determined Life
As people interacts in the world by having a variety of experiences and meaningful
opportunities to make decisions, they will learn things about themselves and others.
Through these skills. they gain knowledge and understanding. When people have the
power to make even the most basic decisions that are important to them, they will learn,
grow and naturally assume a greater role in expressing their wishes and desired outcomes

for their life. This is what self-determ ination is all
about - being able to shape one's own life in a

that is meaningf ul.
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Name

Circle the correct answet.
1. True or False

2. True or False

3. True or False

4. True or False

5. True or False

6. True or False

7. True or False

Competency Evaluation
Date

Self -determination is deciding what to do with your own life.

People with developmental disabilities often have limited
contact with others in the communitv.

Most people with a developmental disability shape their
own lives.

Service provider and others sometimes take on a parental role
when helping to support someone.

Honoring choices does not encourage people to make
further choices.

It is difficult to live a self-determined life if you feel you have
no control, and no matter what you do. others seem to have
too much power over you,

When a people have the power to make even the most modest
decisions that are important to them, they will learn and grow.
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